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Synonyms12

Test sets and experimental evaluation of computer pro-13

grams for solving shortest path problems.14

Problem Definition15

DIMACS Implementation Challenges (http://dimacs.16

rutgers.edu/Challenges/) are scientific events devoted to17

assessing the practical performance of algorithms in ex-18

perimental settings, fostering effective technology transfer19

and establishing common benchmarks for fundamental20

computing problems. They are organized by DIMACS, the21

Center for Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical Com-22

puter Science. One of the main goals of DIMACS Im-23

plementation Challenges is to address questions of deter-24

mining realistic algorithm performance where worst case25

analysis is overly pessimistic and probabilistic models are26

too unrealistic: experimentation can provide guides to re-27

alistic algorithm performance where analysis fails. Exper-28

imentation also brings algorithmic questions closer to the29

original problems that motivated theoretical work. It also30

tests many assumptions about implementation methods31

and data structures. It provides an opportunity to develop32

and test problem instances, instance generators, and other33

methods of testing and comparing performance of algo-34

rithms. And it is a step in technology transfer by providing35

leading edge implementations of algorithms for others to36

adapt.37

The first Challenge was held in – and was de-38

voted to Network flows and Matching. Other addressed39

problems included:Maximum Clique, Graph Coloring, and40

Satisfiability (–), Parallel Algorithms for Combi-41

natorial Problems (–), Fragment Assembly and42

Genome Rearrangements (–), Priority Queues,43

Dictionaries, and Multi-Dimensional Point Sets (–44

), Near Neighbor Searches (–), Semidefinite 45

and Related Optimization Problems (–), and The 46

Traveling Salesman Problem (–). 47

This entry addresses the goals and the results of the 48

thDIMACS Implementation Challenge, held in – 49

and focused on Shortest Path problems. 50

The th DIMACS Implementation Challenge: 51

The Shortest Path Problem 52

Shortest path problems are among the most fundamental 53

combinatorial optimization problems with many applica- 54

tions, both direct and as subroutines in other combinato- 55

rial optimization algorithms. Algorithms for these prob- 56

lems have been studied since the ’s and still remain an 57

active area of research. 58

One goal of this Challenge was to create a reproducible 59

picture of the state of the art in the area of shortest path 60

algorithms, identifying a standard set of benchmark in- 61

stances and generators, as well as benchmark implementa- 62

tions of well-known shortest path algorithms. Another goal 63

was to enable current researchers to compare their codes 64

with each other, in hopes of identifying the more effective 65

of the recent algorithmic innovations that have been pro- 66

posed. 67

Challenge participants studied the following variants of 68

the shortest paths problem: 69

• Point to point shortest paths [,,,,,,]: the prob- 70

lem consists of answering multiple online queries about 71

the shortest paths between pairs of vertices and/or their 72

lengths. The most efficient solutions for this problem 73

preprocess the graph to create a data structure that fa- 74

cilitates answering queries quickly. 75

• External-memory shortest paths []: the problem con- 76

sists of finding shortest paths in a graph whose size is 77

too large to fit in internalmemory.The problem actually 78

addressed in the Challenge was single-source shortest 79

paths in undirected graphs with unit edge weights. 80

• Parallel shortest paths [,]: the problem consists of 81

computing shortest paths using multiple processors, 82

with the goal of achieving good speedups over tradi- 83

tional sequential implementations. The problem actu- 84

ally addressed in the Challenge was single-source short- 85

est paths. 86

• K-shortest paths [,]: the problem consists of ranking 87

paths between a pair of vertices by non decreasing order 88

of their length. 89

• Regular-language constrained shortest paths: [] the 90

problem consists of a generalization of shortest path 91

problems where paths must satisfy certain constraints 92

specified by a regular language. The problems studied 93
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2 Implementation Challenge for Shortest Paths

in the context of the Challenge were single-source and94

point-to-point shortest paths, with applications ranging95

from transportation science to databases.96

The Challenge culminated in a Workshop held at the97

DIMACS Center at Rutgers University, Piscataway, New98

Jersey on November –, . Papers presented at99

the conference are available at the URL: http://www.dis.100

uniroma.it/~challenge/papers.shtml. Selected contribu-101

tions are expected to appear in a book published by the102

American Mathematical Society in the DIMACS Book Se-103

ries.104

Key Results105

Themain results of the thDIMACS ImplementationChal-106

lenge include:107

• Definition of common file formats for several variants108

of the shortest path problem, both static and dynamic.109

These include an extension of the famous DIMACS110

graph file format used by several algorithmic software111

libraries. Formats are described at theURL: http://www.112

dis.uniroma.it/~challenge/formats.shtml.113

• Definition of a common set of core input instances for114

evaluating shortest path algorithms.115

• Definition of benchmark codes for shortest path prob-116

lems.117

• Experimental evaluation of state-of-the-art implemen-118

tations of shortest path codes on the core input families.119

• A discussion of directions for further research in the120

area of shortest paths, identifying problems critical in121

real-world applications for which efficient solutions still122

remain unknown.123

The chief information venue about the th DIMACS124

Implementation Challenge is the website http://www.dis.125

uniroma.it/~challenge.126

Applications127

Shortest path problems arise naturally in a remarkable128

number of applications. A limited list includes transporta-129

tion planning, network optimization, packet routing, im-130

age segmentation, speech recognition, document format-131

ting, robotics, compilers, traffic information systems, and132

dataflow analysis. It also appears as a subproblem of several133

other combinatorial optimization problems such as net-134

work flows. A comprehensive discussion of applications of135

shortest path problems appears in [].136

Open Problems137

There are several open questions related to shortest path138

problems, both theoretical and practical. One of the most139

prominent discussed at the th DIMACS Challenge Work- 140

shop is modeling traffic fluctuations in point-to-point 141

shortest paths.The current fastest implementations prepro- 142

cess the input graph to answer point-to-point queries effi- 143

ciently, and this operationmay take hours on graphs arising 144

in large-scale roadmapnavigation systems. A change in the 145

traffic conditions may require rescanning the whole graph 146

several times. Currently, no efficient technique is known for 147

updating the preprocessing information without rebuild- 148

ing it from scratch.This would have a major impact on the 149

performance of routing software. 150

Data Sets 151

The collection of benchmark inputs of the th DIMACS 152

Implementation Challenge includes both synthetic and 153

real-world data. All graphs are strongly connected. Syn- 154

thetic graphs include random graphs, grids, graphs em- 155

bedded on a torus, and graphs with small-world proper- 156

ties. Real-world inputs consist of graphs representing the 157

road networks of Europe and USA. Europe graphs are pro- 158

vided by courtesy of the PTV company, Karlsruhe, Ger- 159

many, subject to signing a (no-cost) license agreement. 160

They include the road networks of  European coun- 161

tries: AUT, BEL, CHE, CZE, DEU, DNK, ESP, FIN, FRA, 162

GBR, IRL, ITA, LUX, NDL, NOR, PRT, SWE, with a to- 163

tal of about  million nodes and  million edges. USA 164

graphs are derived from the UA Census  TIGER/Line 165

Files produced by the Geography Division of the US Cen- 166

sus Bureau, Washington, DC. The TIGER/Line collec- 167

tion is available at: http://www.census.gov/geo/www/tiger/ 168

tigerua/ua_tgrk.html. The Challenge USA core family 169

contains a graph representing the full USA road system 170

with about  million nodes and  million edges, plus  171

subgraphs obtained by cutting it along different bounding 172

boxes as shown in Table . Graphs in the collection include 173

also node coordinates and are given in DIMACS format. 174

The benchmark input package also features query gen- 175

erators for the single-source and point-to-point shortest 176

path problems. For the single-source version, sources are 177

randomly chosen. For the point-to-point problem, both 178

random and local queries are considered. Local queries of 179

the form (s, t) are generated by randomly picking t among 180

the nodes with rank in [i , i+) in the ordering in which 181

nodes are scanned by Dijkstra’s algorithm with source s, for 182

any parameter i. Clearly, the smaller i is, the closer nodes s 183

and t are in the graph. Local queries are important to test 184

how the algorithms’ performance is affected by the distance 185

between query endpoints. 186

The core input families of the th DIMACS Implemen- 187

tation Challenge are available at the URL: http://www.dis. 188

uniroma.it/~challenge/download.shtml. 189
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Implementation Challenge for Shortest Paths 3

Implementation Challenge for Shortest Paths, Table 1
USA Road Networks derived from the TIGER/Line collection

NAME DESCRIPTION NODES ARCS BOUNDING BOX LATITUDE (N) BOUNDING BOX LONGITUDE (W)

USA Full USA 23 947 347 58 333 344 – –

CTR Central USA 14 081 816 34 292 496 [25.0; 50.0] [79.0; 100.0]

W Western USA 6 262 104 15 248 146 [27.0; 50.0] [100.0; 130.0]

E Eastern USA 3 598 623 8 778 114 [24.0; 50.0] [-�; 79.0]

LKS Great Lakes 2 758 119 6 885 658 [41.0; 50.0] [74.0; 93.0]

CAL California and Nevada 1 890 815 4 657 742 [32.5; 42.0] [114.0; 125.0]

NE Northeast USA 1 524 453 3 897 636 [39.5, 43.0] [-�; 76.0]

NW Northwest USA 1 207 945 2 840 208 [42.0; 50.0] [116.0; 126.0]

FLA Florida 1 070 376 2 712 798 [24.0; 31.0] [79; 87.5]

COL Colorado 435 666 1 057 066 [37.0; 41.0] [102.0; 109.0]

BAY Bay Area 321 270 800 172 [37.0; 39.0] [121; 123]

NY New York City 264 346 733 846 [40.3; 41.3] [73.5; 74.5]

Implementation Challenge for Shortest Paths, Table 2
Results of the Challenge competition on the USA graph (23.9 million nodes and 58.3 million arcs) with unit arc lengths. The benchmark
ratio is the average query time divided by the time required to answer a query using the Challenge Dijkstra benchmark code on the
same platform. Query times and node scans are average values per query over 1000 random queries

PREPROCESSING QUERY

CODE Time (minutes) Space (MB) Node scans Time (ms) Benchmark ratio

HH-based transit [14] 104 3664 n.a. 0.019 4.78 ċ 10−6

TRANSIT [4] 720 n.a. n.a. 0.052 10.77 ċ 10−6

HH Star [6] 32 2662 1082 1.14 287.32 ċ 10−6

REAL(16,1) [9] 107 2435 823 1.42 296.30 ċ 10−6

HH with DistTab [6] 29 2101 1671 1.61 405.77 ċ 10−6

RE [9] 88 861 3065 2.78 580.08 ċ 10−6

Experimental Results190

One of the main goals of the Challenge was to compare191

different techniques and algorithmic approaches.Themost192

popular topic was the point-to-point shortest path prob-193

lem, studied by six research groups in the context of the194

Challenge. For this problem, participants were addition-195

ally invited to join a competition aimed at assessing the196

performance and the robustness of different implementa-197

tions.The competition consisted of preprocessing a version198

of the full USA graph of Table  with unit edge lengths and199

answering a sequence of , random distance queries.200

The details were announced on the first day of the work-201

shop and the results were due on the second day. To com-202

pare experimental results by different participants on dif-203

ferent platforms, each participant ran a Dijkstra bench-204

mark code [] on theUSA graph to domachine calibration.205

Thefinal ranking wasmadeby considering each query time 206

divided by the time required by the benchmark code on 207

the same platform (benchmark ratio). Other performance 208

measures taken into account were space usage and the av- 209

erage number of nodes scanned by query operations. 210

Six point-to-point implementations were run success- 211

fully on theUSAgraphdefined for the competition.Among 212

them, the fastest query time was achieved by theHH-based 213

transit code []. Results are reported in Table . Codes RE 214

and REAL(, ) [] were not eligible for the competition, 215

but used by the organizers as a proof that the problem is 216

feasible. Some other codes were not able to deal with the 217

size of the full USA graph, or incurred runtime errors. 218

Experimental results for other variants of the shortest 219

paths problem are described in the papers presented at the 220

Challenge Workshop. 221
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4 Implementation Challenge for Shortest Paths

URL to Code222

Generators of problem families and benchmark solvers for223

shortest paths problems are available at the URL: http://224

www.dis.uniroma.it/~challenge/download.shtml.225

Cross References226

� Algorithm Library227

� Engineering Algorithms for Large Network228

Applications229

� Experimental Methods for Algorithm Analysis230

�High Performance Algorithm Engineering for231

Large-scale Problems232

� Implementation Challenge for TSP Heuristics233
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